Future Directions in the Research and Management of Marine Snakes
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Marine snakes represent the most speciose group of marine reptiles and are a significant component of reef and coastal ecosystems in tropical oceans. Research on this group has historically been challenging due to the difficulty in capturing, handling, and keeping these animals for field- and lab-based research. Inexplicable declines in marine snake populations across global hotspots have highlighted the lack of basic information on this group and elevated multiple species as conservation priorities. With the increased interest in research on marine snakes, we conducted a systematic survey of experts to identify twenty key questions that can direct future research. These questions are framed across a wide array of scientific fields to produce much-needed information relevant to the conservation and management of marine snakes.
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INTRODUCTION

Marine snakes are an ecologically diverse group that represent multiple evolutionary transitions from a terrestrial to aquatic mode of life (Sanders et al., 2013). This includes estuarine and coastal Asian water snakes of the family Homalopsidae, file snakes (Acrochordidae), amphibious sea kraits (Elapidae, Laticauda) and completely marine ‘true’ sea snakes (Elapidae; Aipysurus and...
**METHODS**

A survey was conducted to identify key questions to shape future directions in research on marine snakes. The survey was structured similar to previous studies (e.g., Sutherland et al., 2013; Hays et al., 2016). Firstly, invitations were sent out to research scientists and managers who have significant experience and interactions with marine snakes. We endeavored to include those with expertise in a wide array of fields to capture multiple aspects of research needs. Each participant was asked to propose up to five ranked questions that could be used to advance research on marine snakes in general as well as in particular fields. Reponses were compiled, with similar questions pooled, and a full list of questions collated. Participants were then provided the full list of questions and asked to rank them and confirm that they accepted how questions were framed. Responses, comments, and rankings were tallied and aligned with predominant themes. Brief discussions associated with each question presented here are the result of comments and responses provided by participants in the survey.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The survey of research scientists and managers resulted in identification of twenty questions that participants considered important and that would lead to progress in research on marine snakes (Table 1). The twenty questions were classed within six themes. Each question was framed broadly and addressed fundamental gaps in knowledge and key information needed by managers and policy makers. We list these questions within each of the six themes and provide a brief discussion of how the questions can shape future research on marine snakes.

**Theme 1: Biology, Ecology, and Physiology**

1. What are the geographic distributions and boundaries of the species of marine snakes, and where are hotspots of biodiversity, endemism, and richness?

Defining the geographic distribution and boundaries of species is an important component in understanding populations, assessing risk from threatening processes, and facilitating conservation (Marshall et al., 2014; Heatwole et al., 2017). Improved spatial data for marine snakes is required to: (i) establish baseline ‘areas of occupancy,’ ‘extent of occurrence;’ and species boundaries, especially for data-deficient and threatened species (key criteria for assessing conservation status); (ii) identify hotspots of diversity and endemism; and (iii) enable reliable modeling of species distributions under current and future climates.

Currently, geographic distributions of most marine species of snakes are poorly defined, especially for data-deficient (34% of recognized species) and endemic species with small ranges (Elfes et al., 2013). Some species are only known from very restricted areas, with few individuals being recorded (e.g., *Hydrophis sibauensis* and *H. parviceps*; Rasmussen et al., 2001, 2012). A recent example of the insufficiency of distributional data is from two species of hydrophine snakes (*Aipysurus apraefrontalis* and *A. foliosquama*) that were presumed extinct from their previously known geographic ranges (i.e., restricted to the offshore Ashmore Reef system in Western Australia; Lukoschek et al., 2013). Recent studies have revealed overlooked populations scattered in coastal locations > 800 km from their previously known range (Sanders et al., 2015; D’Anastasi et al., 2016). These previously unknown populations occur close to major infrastructural developments and are impacted by incidental capture by trawl fisheries (Kangas et al., 2015a,b). The existence of additional populations can dramatically change species’ status and threat level.

The paucity of data on marine snake distributions at a species level has resulted in assignment of a conservation
status that may or may not be appropriate and which impacts the rigor of risk-assessments and regional policy regulating anthropogenic activities. Whilst systematic sampling is the most reliable way of filling these gaps, achieving adequate spatio-temporal replication over large marine geographic areas is logistically impractical. Hence, there is a need for alternative and cross-disciplinary methods to delimit species’ distributions and evaluate interactions with threatening processes. Future research should consider a combination of genetic, field survey, and spatial modeling techniques to understanding the true geographic distributions and boundaries of species. Additionally, future researchers can greatly benefit from working alongside, and collating occurrence records from stakeholders, communities, and industry partners (e.g., remote indigenous communities, marine park managers, fishers) that frequently encounter marine snakes in remote locations from where distributional data is lacking.

2. How far do marine snakes disperse and what are their habitat associations?

Current understanding of the movement and habitat-use of a majority of species is based on early observational records for hydrophiine species (e.g., Heatwole, 1999). Recent studies using molecular markers and spatial monitoring have found that some marine snakes have small home-ranges (Burns and Heatwole, 1998; Brischoux et al., 2009b) with limited gene flow over evolutionary and potentially, ecological timescales between geographically adjacent populations (Lukoschek et al., 2007; Lukoschek and Shine, 2012). Others display weaker geographic structuring (Bech et al., 2016), but only a few species have been studied in detail. Similarly, the occurrence of previously classified reef-associated species found within inshore seagrass habitats highlights the lack of accurate information on habitat associations for a range of frequently studied, but also threatened species (e.g., *A. foliosquama* and *A. apraefrontalis*; D’Anastasi et al., 2016), and a lack of information for other vulnerable and data-deficient species (e.g., *Hydrophis pacificus*, *H. donaldi*, *Parahydrophis mertoni*; Elfes et al., 2013).

Knowing species-specific dispersal capacities, as well as spatio-temporal patterns in habitat-use can help determine the vulnerability of regional populations of marine snakes to threatening processes (Bonnet et al., 2009; Udyawer et al., 2016b). For example, reef-specific threats will likely affect both sexes and all age classes of highly reef-associated and site-attached species (e.g., *Emydocephalus annulatus*; Lukoschek and Shine, 2012), but will disproportionately affect other species that display sexually dimorphic seasonal movements (e.g., *Aipysurus laevis*; Lynch, 1999). Similarly, the use of terrestrial habitats by amphibious and estuarine snakes (e.g., *Laticauda* spp., *Ephalophis greyae*, *Hydrelaps darwiniensis*, *Parahydrophis mertoni*) is still
understudied. These species use terrestrial or tidal habitats as nesting and foraging sites (Bonnet et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012). The influence of terrestrial micro-habitats on survival, growth, and reproduction is still not known. Ignoring the use of terrestrial habitats by these species risks misunderstanding their life histories and hampers mitigation of threatening processes in important terrestrial habitats (e.g., coastal development, mangrove die-backs).

Collecting fine-scale and long-term information on movements and habitat use in marine snakes is challenging, with a handful of radio and ultrasonic tracking techniques providing fundamental information on dispersal capacities and dive profiles of multiple species (Burns and Heatwole, 1998; Brischoux et al., 2007; Udyawer et al., 2016b). With the ongoing development of underwater tracking and sensor technology, future research on marine snakes can benefit from utilizing and adapting methodologies (e.g., acoustic tracking, accelerometry) and analytical techniques (e.g., three-dimensional positioning, movement path reconstruction, state-space modeling) used to study movement ecology and habitat use in other marine animals. A better understanding of fine-scale use of habitat is required to understand metapopulation dynamics and design effective management strategies. Capacity for movement and the use of habitat are essential for understanding past fluctuations in populations, as well as ecological requirements and capacity for replenishment of marine snakes, which can inform current and future decisions for conservation and management (Bonnet et al., 2014; Udyawer et al., 2016a).

3. What are the functional roles of marine snakes, and where do these taxa sit in the trophic structure of coastal ecosystems?

Marine snakes are predators that occupy a range of habitats, including coral reefs, estuaries, seagrass beds, mudflats, and pelagic systems. Understanding ecosystem roles of marine snakes is an important step in identifying essential habitats and can help evaluate the consequences of the removal of snakes from ecosystems (Elfes et al., 2013). The low encounter rates and secretive nature of marine snakes is a major limiting factor in collecting accurate and long-term information on habitat-association and diet. As a consequence, the influence of marine snakes in the functioning of coastal ecosystems is currently lacking for a large proportion of data-deficient species and is still imprecise for other commonly encountered species.

Currently, we have a good understanding of the diet of many species of marine snakes based on analyses of stomach contents of true sea snakes (Glodek and Voris, 1982; Voris and Voris, 1983), sea kraits (Brischoux et al., 2009c; Tabata et al., 2017), acrochordid (Voris and Glodek, 1980), and homalopsid snakes
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(Voris and Murphy, 2002). Some species are known to have extremely specialized diets (e.g., Fish egg specialists; Voris, 1966; Sanders et al., 2012). Although diets of marine snakes are well-documented, we have rudimentary information on where these snake taxa occur in the trophic structure of their respective habitats, and the degree of dietary specialization across life stages and spatial distributions (Briand et al., 2016).

Understanding dietary specialization and trophic plasticity in marine snakes can help assess how populations may react to changes in the quality of habitats and in prey populations and, in turn, how declines in snake populations may affect the wider ecosystem (Reed et al., 2002; Brischoux et al., 2009a). Development and refinement of new techniques in this field have enabled the examination of dietary composition (e.g., dietary genetic sequencing; Goiran et al., 2013) and trophic position (e.g., stable isotopes; Brischoux et al., 2011) in more detail. These techniques should be utilized in future research with an aim of understanding the trophic plasticity of species, and how that shifts across habitats, and with ontogeny.

4. What are the physiological tolerances of marine snakes?

Recently, marine snakes have been reported from localities (e.g., Russia: Kharin, 2009; South Korea: Park et al., 2017) and depths that have sea temperatures lower than those previously considered limiting. Currently, there is insufficient information to assess if these occurrences represent vagrants, peripheral populations that have evolutionarily adjusted to cooler conditions, or newly established populations as a consequence of warming waters (Heatwole et al., 2016). Similarly, very little is known about how warming oceanic conditions may influence reproductive success and the prevalence of disease in marine-snake populations.

Contrary to long-held assumptions, true sea snakes and sea kraits do not drink seawater and dehydrate when they are not able to drink fresh water (Lillywhite et al., 2008, 2012, 2014a,b). Marine snakes have relatively high levels of body water, dehydrate slowly in seawater, and have variable sensitivity to dehydration (Lillywhite et al., 2014a,b). Some species have been reported to not drink fresh water even when dehydrated to deficits of body mass approaching 30% (Lillywhite et al., 2015). Although none of the investigated species drink seawater, data from previous work suggest some species can survive without drinking fresh water for extended periods (Lillywhite et al., 2014b). Nevertheless, the requirement of freshwater has been shown to potentially restrict the distribution and seaward migrations of some species of coastal and estuarine marine snakes (Lillywhite and Ellis, 1994, Lillywhite and Ellis, 2018; Udyawer et al., 2016a). Understanding freshwater requirements and physiological tolerances to dehydration can provide critical information on how pelagic and coastal populations are influenced by the flow regimes of freshwater. Future research should endeavor to establish species-specific physiological tolerances to important environmental conditions (i.e., water temperature, freshwater flow regimes) using experimental and field-observational studies, as well as undertake longitudinal studies alongside long-term environmental monitoring to better understand how future environmental conditions may influence population health.

Theme 2: Demography and Population Trends

5. What are the essential life-history and reproductive characteristics for understudied species of marine snakes?

There is a need to gather accurate demographic information for a large number of species. Currently, limited demographic information has been collected for marine snakes commonly encountered in trawls (e.g., Fry et al., 2001; Ward, 2001; Wasenberg et al., 2001), and significant gaps exist for species of conservation concern (e.g., A. apraefrontalis, A. foliosquama, and A. fuscus). The International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List database currently presents information on the habitat and ecology of most marine snakes1; however, these data typically refer to the general biology of the larger taxa, rather than to traits of individual species.

Estimation of fundamental species-specific demographic traits often involve destructive techniques that are not suitable for rare or threatened species. Techniques for aging individuals still require further research. Validation of standardized vertebral counts have only been conducted on two species (Hydrophis curtus and Hydrophis elegans; Ward, 2001). Such data are necessary for identifying the vulnerability of different life stages (e.g., juveniles or gravid females) to threatening processes and are crucial for assessing the risk of extinction (Zhou et al., 2012).

Currently, only a small number of studies have investigated age at sexual maturation, maximum age, and number of offspring (e.g., Lemen and Voris, 1981; Burns and Heatwole, 2000; Fry et al., 2001; Masunaga and Ota, 2003). Although the number of individuals in clutches/litters and the sizes of offspring are known for many marine snakes, how changes in environmental factors such as temperature and habitat quality affect reproductive biology and fecundity is still largely unknown. Often, maturity and the frequency of breeding are inferred indirectly from the proportion of reproductive individuals, or estimated from closely related species; however, eco-physiological constraints on maturity, spermatogenesis, vitellogenesis, pregnancy, oviposition, and incubation have not been assessed. Future studies should consider building on existing long-term monitoring to establish longitudinal and eco-physiological datasets, as well as to develop non-lethal techniques (e.g., hormonal analysis of blood, near infrared spectroscopy, radiocarbon dating) for assessing demographic traits and estimating mortality.

6. How can we estimate population dynamics, trends, and resilience of vulnerable populations of marine snakes?

There is also a lack of baseline information needed to assess resilience of marine-snake populations to chronic or episodic changes in mortality rates. Consistent monitoring

1www.iucnredlist.org
using standardized methods is required to determine long-term trends in populations and the relative influence of anthropogenic pressures and environmental variability (e.g., marine heatwaves, drought, cyclones and storms, mangrove die-offs, pollution, and coastal development). Mark-recapture studies are an effective method for understanding how populations are influenced by changes in environmental conditions (Voris, 1985; Bonnet, 2012). The few published studies of marine-snake assemblages that have measured species richness and relative abundance over a period of months and/or years show examples of stasis (Bonnet, 2012) as well as significant change over time (Guinea, 2013). Unfortunately, long-term mark-recapture programs require considerable field effort and financial commitment. The identification and prioritization of vulnerable populations, and development of alternative survey techniques (e.g., video monitoring, environmental DNA) are required to ensure that limited resources are used effectively to collect data most likely to produce impactful management and conservation policy. Currently, there are few long-term monitoring studies of marine snakes (e.g., Bonnet, 2012; Goiran and Shine, 2013; Guinea, 2013). These are within Australian and New Caledonian waters, and there is a need to expand such work into other priority regions including the Persian Gulf and southern and southeastern Asia.

Understanding adaptation can also help assess the resilience of species to ecological changes and opportunities. For example, species in the genus *Hydrophis* are the most rapidly speciating reptiles known to date (Lee et al., 2016). This group also shows high levels of morphological diversity and convergence, indicating a propensity for rapid adaptation in response to ecological challenges and opportunities. To better understand rapid evolution in marine snakes, future studies should investigate which and what types of genes and mutations are involved in adaptive shifts, and how demographic factors promote or constrain adaptive shifts. These investigations will inform major questions in evolution and are relevant to the conservation of biodiversity.

**Theme 3: Evolution, Taxonomy, and Phylogeography**

7. How have novel traits evolved during transitions from terrestrial to marine habitats in marine snakes?

Marine snakes are highly adapted to aquatic life (Heatwole, 1978) and evolved a suite of novel traits in response to marine habitats including sensory and mating systems, respiratory adaptations, venom, and locomotion. Unlike most other secondarily marine vertebrates, many marine snakes have close living relatives on land (Figure 2). True sea snakes and sea kraits, shared a common ancestor with the Australasian terrestrial elapids (i.e., taipans, death adders, tiger snakes) as recently as 20 million years ago (Sanders et al., 2008, 2010). Marine snakes also contain species that rely both on aquatic and terrestrial habitats, and that are semi-aquatic to fully-aquatic species (i.e., *Ephalophis greyle*ae, *Parahydrophis mertoni*, *Hydrelaps darwiniensis*). This provides a comparative framework to explore pathways of evolutionary change and past ecological transitions (Murphy, 2012).

Marine snakes can provide an insight into how sensory systems have shifted in response to marine environments. For example, vision, chemoreception, and hearing are important senses for terrestrial snakes, but these stimuli have different characteristics underwater, thus altering the selective pressures on sensory systems (Crowe-Riddell et al., 2016). Other sensory organs might compensate for reduced sensory cues in aquatic environments. Indeed, scale sensilla has been hypothesized to be more elaborate in some marine snakes than in their terrestrial counterparts (Figure 3; Crowe-Riddell et al., 2016). There are many unanswered questions regarding the sensory biology of marine snakes which should be a focus of future research. These include understanding how species recognize potential prey, predators, or mates, and how anthropogenic activities and changing environmental conditions may affect sensory cues and systems. Finally, an underexplored avenue of research is the convergent evolution of sensory systems in marine snakes with other aquatic vertebrates, such as a hydrodynamic or ‘lateral line’ sense (Westhoff et al., 2005; Crowe-Riddell et al., 2016) and cutaneous photoreception (Zimmerman and Heatwole, 1990).

8. How many species are there?

Although a basic question, understanding the true diversity of marine snakes is extremely important in defining the ecology and functional roles of this group. Currently, inconsistent practices are used to describe reptilian and amphibian lineages. We suggest setting a standard suite of markers and morphological traits to define species diversity in marine snakes that will maintain consistency across phylogenetic and population genetic studies. A review of current classification schemes is needed to identify suitable species-level divergence thresholds by comparing: (i) intraspecific divergence between populations of putative species and (ii) interspecific divergence among sister taxa using modeling approaches.

Quantifying the true diversity of marine snakes has been stymied by cryptic lineages and limited collection and genetic sampling. Ongoing fieldwork and integrated assessment of genetic and morphological data indicate that many widespread marine snake ‘species’ include multiple cryptic species, each with narrow distributions (Ukuwela et al., 2013; Sanders et al., 2014; Lukoschek, 2018a). Additionally, hybridization between closely related species with overlapping ranges may affect the true diversity of marine snakes (Sanders et al., 2014; Lukoschek, 2018b). Sparse sampling in many regions (e.g., Northwestern Australia, Philippine Islands, New Guinea, Indonesia) means that, in addition to new cryptic species, the discovery of completely novel species is also highly likely. Based on preliminary molecular studies conducted by Sanders colleagues an estimated 20 additional hydrophiine species remain to be discovered, increasing global marine snake diversity by at least ∼30%.

9. What is the evolutionary function of venom in marine snakes?

Sea snakes and sea kraits have convergently evolved streamlined venoms that are reflective of their dietary specialization (i.e., fish; Fry et al., 2003). Due to this streamlining, antivenom developed
to treat sea snake bites (e.g., CSL Sea Snake Antivenom, Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, Ltd., Australia) treats bites from the full range of *Hydrophis* and *Aipysurus* species, and as a consequence of the convergent biochemistry with sea kraits, also works to treat bites from *Laticauda* species (Chetty et al., 2004).

The evolution of venom and its toxicity arose through coevolution between snake species and their prey rather than as a defensive mechanisms (Barlow et al., 2009). Evidence for this in marine snakes lies in the fact that the few species that feed exclusively on fish eggs have nearly lost their venom apparatus, whereas those feeding on prey that can either escape or counterattack if not rapidly subdued, have well-developed venom apparatus (Gopalakrishnakone and Kochva, 1990; Li et al., 2005). Furthermore, some highly venomous species are reluctant to bite defensively (e.g., sea kraits), and in most species defensive bites often are dry (i.e., little or no venom delivered; Heatwole, 1975).

A full understanding of the role of venom in the biology of marine snakes must also consider co-evolutionary responses of prey. In New Guinea, eels (*Gymnothorax hepaticus* and *G. undulatus*) syntopic with *Laticauda colubrina*, a sea krait that preys nearly exclusively on eels, were highly resistant to venom. By contrast, eels found in adjacent habitats (*Gorgasia maculata* and *Heteroconger hassi*) or in the Atlantic (*Gymnothorax moringa* and *Anguilla rostrata*), where sea kraits have never occurred (Lillywhite et al., 2018), were less resistant (Heatwole and Poran, 1995). The degree of resistance to sea krait venom was correlated with the extent of eels’ contact with sea kraits, rather than with taxonomical differences (Heatwole and Powell, 1998).

We have a preliminary understanding of the effect of venoms (Zimmerman K.D. et al., 1992) and specific components of venoms (Zimmerman et al., 1993) of true sea snakes on various species of fish, but much more needs to be done before the mechanism of the action of venoms, or how venoms evolved, is fully known. For example, little is currently known about the role, if any, of the nephrotoxic component of marine snakes’ venom. *Aipysurus laevis* produces proliferative glomerulonephritis and even death in mice well after victims have recovered from other effects of low doses (Zimmerman S.E. et al., 1992). This may be of medical importance to human victims who have recovered from bites from marine snakes via treatment with antivenom or by other means, as they may be susceptible to kidney failure at a later time, and is an important topic for future research.

10. How are populations structured and how connected are they?

Population genetic structure has been studied in few of the currently recognized species of marine snake, with a bias toward the true sea snakes (e.g., Lukoschek et al., 2011; Sheehy et al.,
A combination of molecular markers and spatial monitoring reveal that some species exhibit limited movement and gene flow between geographically close populations (Lukoschek and Shine, 2012). Previous molecular studies have used datasets comprised of few (<15) independent genetic markers such as mitochondrial DNA or microsatellites to assess connectivity between populations. Research could be improved through use of genetic data with higher resolution (i.e., single nucleotide polymorphisms) to investigate connectivity of populations on more recent ecological time scales.

A better understanding of connectivity and metapopulation dynamics can help define the geographic and temporal scales at which depleted populations could be replenished through migration from adjacent healthy populations. Additionally, understanding intraspecific genetic connectivity through comparative phylogeography is important for identifying hotspots of evolutionary potential (e.g., coastal Western Australia; Lukoschek, 2018a), which can assist decisions about conservation and management (e.g., determining boundaries for marine protected areas). The management of stocks requires knowledge of population structure, including effective population size and degree of connectivity among populations. This is particularly important for vulnerable and data-deficient species, which are subject to incidental mortality and sub-lethal effects from multiple stressors.

While research in restricted locations and focusing on fine-scale genetic variation are logistically easier to manage, they have limited applicability to decision-making at management-relevant scales. As with other questions identified above, the scale and scope of the data collection needed to answer this research question is well-suited to a multi-institute, collaborative framework involving research and management organizations alongside industries or communities that encounter marine snakes (i.e., commercial or artisanal fisheries). Future research addressing this question should utilize phylogeographic techniques incorporating information from long-term surveys and species-level dispersal capacities measured using telemetry to gain an accurate understanding of marine snake populations at management-relevant temporal and spatial scales.

Theme 4: Conservation and Management

11. What are the key threatening processes for marine snakes and what are the cumulative impacts of these processes spatially and temporally?

While the key threatening processes that impact marine snakes are broadly acknowledged (e.g., targeted and incidental fishing, declining water quality, habitat loss, coastal development, disease, climate change), the specific nature, magnitude, and scale of these threats remains unquantified. Given the severity of declines and level of data deficiency in marine snakes, there is a need for a structured approach that characterizes threats, impacts, and mitigation strategies, and identifies gaps in knowledge. A systematic review of threats and impacts on marine snakes is urgently needed as a foundation for
guiding future research and countering threats. Ideally the structure of such a review would align with domestic and international statutory processes (e.g., Key Threatening Process nomination criteria and Strategic Assessments under Australia’s Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999) to maximize the utility of the process for managers and policy makers.

Further study is also needed to determine the impact of known threatening anthropogenic activity currently affecting vulnerable populations of marine snakes (Figure 4). For example, little is known about the true level marine snake mortality associated with fishing activity (Elías et al., 2013). High rates of incidental by-catch and post-release mortality (up to 40%) occur in some fisheries (e.g., demersal bottom trawling), however the effects on population health is largely unknown. Targeted harvest rates, and the reliance of fishers on income derived from marine snakes, as a low value by-catch species, is poorly understood (Lobo et al., 2010; Van Cao et al., 2014). Moreover, opportunistic targeting of rare, but high value species may be driving populations and species to extinction (Branch et al., 2013). This is of particular concern in increasingly unprofitable fisheries in southern and south-eastern Asia (Lobo et al., 2010). In the Gulf of Thailand, marine snakes are now a major commercial bycatch in squid fisheries retained due to their high abundance (Van Cao et al., 2014). Retention and sale of bycatch is currently an important subsidy to keep declining fisheries afloat, and marine snakes may constitute an important component of this subsidy in many fisheries in Asia. Currently little information is available for assessing how harvest is affecting local marine snake populations in these regions, and requires further research.

The influence of anthropogenic noise is another area that has received limited attention relative to marine snakes, but has well-documented negative impacts on other marine animals (Compton et al., 2008). Much like their terrestrial counterparts, marine snakes are likely to have a reduced sensitivity to air-borne sound due to their atympanic ear (Christensen et al., 2012), and instead are likely to detect vibrations in the substrate and pressure fluctuations associated with underwater sound (Westhoff et al., 2005). Preliminary tests conducted by Chapuis and Colleagues, on Hydrophis stokesii and Aipysurus laevis indicate hearing thresholds between 40 and 1000 Hz, and like terrestrial snakes, peaks at low frequencies (~60 Hz). This indicates marine snakes can hear pile driving noise (400 Hz), coastal shipping (100 to 1000 Hz), and propeller noise (30 to 100 Hz; Browse, 2013). Seismic surveys used in oil and gas exploration in coastal habitats operate at a frequency of less than 200 Hz and with a sound intensity and pressure of up to 255 dB re 1 μPa at 1 m (Swan et al., 1994). Having a single lung extending nearly the length of their body with inward opening valvular nostrils, marine snakes may have difficulty tolerating the continuous sound pressure from seismic arrays firing at three or four times per minute. With the current boom in offshore oil and gas exploration in marine snakes’ biodiversity hotspots, research into the impact of seismic activity on marine snakes is critical. In addition to the two threats discussed here, future research should also seek to study impacts of other known threats to marine snakes including movement of maritime vessels, coastal development, degradation of habitats, and declines in prey populations.

12. What are the causes, extent, and magnitude of recent global declines in populations of marine snakes?

The vulnerability of marine-snake populations is exemplified by declines over decadal timescales in several regions (e.g., Great Barrier Reef, Australia: Lukoschek et al., 2007; New Caledonia: Goiran and Shine, 2013; Ashmore Reef, Western Australia: Guinea, 2013; Lukoschek et al., 2013). Of particular concern is that these declines have been reported in species with restricted ranges, in areas protected by marine reserves, and without readily identifiable causative factors. To prevent future catastrophic declines in populations of marine snakes, our limited understanding of these declines needs to be addressed. Studies examining temperature and rainfall at critical localities in combination with physiological studies, and monitoring population densities over time, are essential to address this issue. Research on marine snakes historically has been biased toward reefs and shoals where visibility is good and species are known to be abundant. A noticeable gap in information remains for coastal habitats, such as estuaries and lagoons, where individuals may be more difficult to observe. An initial step would be to identify how widespread declines might be across other habitats (e.g., estuarine and mangrove habitats) and geographic regions that are home to endemic species with small ranges.

Additionally, a research strategy for identifying candidate causative factors is needed. Future research should explore topics that include, but are not limited to: (i) changing environmental conditions caused by climate change, that might exceed physiological limits of some species (Lillywhite and Ellis, 1994; Heatwole et al., 2012), especially those specialized to conditions in specific areas; (ii), reduction in habitat quality and access to prey species; and/or (iii) increased mortality or decreased fecundity associated with diseases, high parasite-loads, or other physiological stressors.

13. What are the current policies and strategies being used to manage marine snakes, and are they effective?

Marine reserves and protected areas are among the key tools currently used to conserve and manage marine species and habitats. However, they are typically configured around key habitats and communities, and are rarely designed with the intention of conserving or managing specific marine taxa. However, marine reserves alone may be insufficient to address the causal mechanisms underpinning the declines of marine snakes. We need to determine the efficacy of current marine reserves alongside other spatial management (i.e., seasonal closures, multi-use zones), and regulation of human activity (e.g., management of bycatch or coastal and mining development). Identifying current management policies that are working to reduce threats to marine snakes, along with means for improving these policies, can effectively contribute to future management. Incidental capture of marine snakes in trawl fisheries is a recurring threat throughout their global range. In Australian
waters, 1000s of true sea snakes are captured in tropical trawl fisheries each year. While great progress has been made by the introduction and mandatory use of bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) in Australian fisheries, such as turtle excluder devices that have reduced the incidental capture of sea turtles (Brewer et al., 2006), even with these devices capture of marine snakes remains high with reported mortality rates exceeding 40% or greater (Wassenberg et al., 2001). Other BRDs like ‘Fisheye’ and ‘square meshes’ have demonstrated partial effectiveness in allowing marine snakes to escape (Heales et al., 2008), with the former reducing sea snake bycatch by as much as 85% in Australia’s Northern Prawn Fishery (Milton et al., 2009). In addition, BRDs reduce total mass within the net, and thus reduce mechanical damage to bycatch species. There is scope for future innovations in the design of nets or trawling methods to reduce and ultimately exclude marine snakes from trawl bycatch. Further research is required to evaluate the sublethal effects on snakes, particularly when caught multiple times, or held on board for extended periods (Heatwole, 1997). Unfortunately, implementation of BRDs in fisheries where marine snakes are major bycatch species (e.g., India, Bangladesh, Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia) may be impractical due to the retention of snakes in these regions. Therefore, a combination of spatial closures and fishing restrictions within important coastal habitats may be more effective in those regions (Udyawer et al., 2016a).

14. What methods can be used to effectively monitor populations of marine snakes over large geographic scales?

Monitoring of marine snakes using standardized methods is key for assessing long-term trends in community composition, population structure, and the relative influence of natural and anthropogenic pressures. Direct survey methods, such as in-water, fishery, and remote-camera surveys can underestimate biodiversity because of patchy and aggregated distributions over large and small spatial scales, resulting in variable rates of detection (Lukoschek et al., 2007; Udyawer et al., 2014). Detectability further varies with activity levels, tide, turbidity, and wave-height (Udyawer et al., 2015). Given the vast areas to be surveyed for marine snakes and the challenges associated with direct-survey techniques, an innovative approach is required.

Molecular techniques may offer a solution to some of the issues associated with sampling marine snakes. Environmental DNA (eDNA) is DNA shed by organisms and is temporarily retained in the environment through media such as soil and water (Ficetola et al., 2008). Studies of fish biodiversity have shown that eDNA can identify comparable or higher species diversity compared to direct-survey methods (Boussarie et al., 2018), and is likely superior in detecting rare and cryptic species (Jerde et al., 2011; Simpfendorfer et al., 2016), an issue highlighted in the present study. Moreover, eDNA samples can be collected, with relative ease, over vast geographic scales through
collaboration with stakeholders such as fishers, governmental agencies (fisheries and wildlife management departments), universities, museums, and communities, due to the simplicity of sampling methods, e.g., use of a small portable pump (see Simpfendorfer et al., 2016).

Although eDNA may offer potential for monitoring marine biodiversity more effectively and with less effort, compared to direct approaches, considerable research is still required to develop techniques and standards that apply within the context of marine snakes (Hansen et al., 2018). Development of methods assessing the utility of eDNA as a broad-scale means for surveying marine snakes is required. Whilst the development of eDNA methods for any assemblage is a challenging undertaking (Hansen et al., 2018), the leap forward in capacity to monitor the biodiversity of marine snakes likely justifies the investment.

**Theme 5: Animal and Human Health**

15. Does disease play a role in the decline of populations?

Precipitous declines in marine snakes’ populations within marine protected areas remain unexplained (Goiran and Shine, 2013; Lukoschek et al., 2013). One hypothesis for these declines is increased morbidity and/or mortality associated with diseases or high loads of parasites. Although diseases such as localized neoplasia and leukemia along with heavy parasite loads have been recorded from stranded marine snakes (Figure 5; Gillett et al., 2014), almost nothing is known about the prevalence of diseases and mortality rates in the wild. Increasing reports of deceased *Emydocephalus annulatus* within protected lagoons in New Caledonia, with no obvious cause of death have highlighted the need to understand if disease is playing a part in increased mortality in that region (Shine, personal observation). Additionally, understanding susceptibility to disease and its prevalence and spread in marine snakes as a consequence of rising sea-surface temperatures is urgently required (Harvell et al., 2002). The standard procedures in physical assessment of stranded marine snakes developed by Gillett et al. (2017) should be used in future research and monitoring programs to build a baseline understanding of the types and prevalence of diseases and the susceptibility of marine snakes to them. This information is vital for understanding the environmental correlates of the incidence of disease and can be used to model the potential for the spread of disease under future environmental conditions.

16. What is the influence of marine pollutants and debris on marine snake populations?

Marine snakes may act as bioindicators of marine health (Brischoux et al., 2009a), and as predators, they have the capacity to ingest pollutants and heavy metals accumulated within lower trophic species. Persistent organic pollutants can act as carcinogens and mutagens, and through ingestion, may accumulate within the fat, blood, liver, and kidneys of individuals (Rezaie-Atagholipour et al., 2012; Heydari Sereshk and Riyahi Bakhtiari, 2015). Multiple sea snakes from a populated region of southeastern Queensland, Australia, have recently been diagnosed with neoplasia of the pancreas, liver, and kidney, which are suspected of having a toxicogenic or viral etiology (Gillett et al., 2017) (Figure 5). Similarly, high concentrations of trace heavy metals have been recorded in sea snakes found near river-mouths and coastal habitats of New Caledonia, associated with high rates of pollution and run-off from mining activities (Goiran et al., 2017). Marine snakes co-inhabit areas of high fish stocks harvested for human consumption, and as such, the reporting of neoplasia and high contamination levels by Gillett et al. (2017) and Goiran et al. (2017) may have significant implications for human health.

In recent years, there have been increasing reports of mortality in sea snakes caused by marine debris, plastics, and derelict fishing gear in coastal habitats around the world (e.g., Udyawer et al., 2013); there is little understanding of how common these events are and how they influence the health of populations. Future research should aim to quantify bioaccumulation of contaminants in marine snakes and identify environmental pollutants that threaten regional populations. Similarly, there is a need to better understand mortality and sub-lethal effects on marine snakes from micro-plastics and marine debris.

17. What drives stranding events of marine snakes?

Anecdotal strandings of marine snakes are regularly observed and a few thorough investigations into the state of beach-washed snakes have been conducted (Gillett, 2017). Stranded animals can provide insight into disease, toxicology/bioaccumulation, injury, and the impact of reduced habitat and food reserves. Given the limited knowledge about many populations of marine snakes, stranded individuals may provide valuable information on distribution, health, and local and global threats. Future study in quantifying stranding rates and identifying causative factors are needed. Moreover, a streamlined process for reporting and collating data on strandings should be developed, for example, through integration with existing local programs that record marine strandings (e.g., Eye on the Reef).

18. What are the risks of bites by marine snakes and how can they be mitigated?

Envenomation by marine snakes is a major issue in some regions (Alirol et al., 2010), but trivial in others (Heatwole, 1975). For example, snakebites are rare in New Caledonia despite the abundance both of sea kraits and true sea snakes (Heatwole, 1999), whereas incidences are higher in coastal regions of Sri Lanka, primarily attributed to one species (*Hydrophis schistosus*; Senanayake et al., 2005). Bites by marine snakes are an occupational hazard for fisheries-related work in tropical coastal waters of Australia and South East Asia. Currently the only antidote used for envenomation by marine snakes in most regions is the Australian CSL sea-salt antivenom, which often is not available, extremely expensive locally, and requires extreme care in transport and storage (Tan et al., 2015). Therefore, mitigating the risk of bites in these regions calls for effective preventative measures. Mitigation strategies can include educating fishers or those in contact with snakes about safe handling practices to prevent bites, or managing human-snake interactions using

---

FIGURE 5 | Disease and strandings of marine snakes: (a) stranded Hydrophis elegans found with neoplastic masses through the liver and splenopancreas consistent with adenocarcinoma; (b) beach-washed H. major that presented with seizures and head twitching, and heavily parasitized with Lepas ansifera barnacles; (c) linear wound to the head of a H. elegans from presumed boat strike; and (d) stranded pelagic sea snake (H. platurus) with heavy biofouling. Images provided with permission to use from Amber K. Gillett and Caitlin Woods.

spatial or seasonal warning systems. Information from areas where bites are common would add greatly to our understanding of the determinants of risk, and of potential pre-emptive counter measures.

Theme 6: Best Practices, Collaboration, and Communication

19. What are the best practices when considering interactions and collaborations between researchers, managers, industry, and the public?

As highlighted by previous questions, there is a need for increased collection of data, across multiple fields, on marine snakes throughout their global range. However, in comparison to many other target species, marine snakes are relatively difficult to gather in sufficient numbers for robust analyses. As such, samples, especially in the case of studies where destructive sampling is unavoidable, should make the best use of the materials gathered. Currently, there is a great deal of cooperation and collaboration among researchers within regions; however, there is potential to improve collaborations among researchers, industry, and managers across regions.

There is potential for a central data bank that can be accessed by multiple researchers and managers, where whole specimens, samples (e.g., blood, tissue) or data can be shared across institutions. This may take the form of a physical location where samples are kept (e.g., Ian Potter BioBank, Museums), or a better option may be a virtual bank/collaborative network where specimens or data are made available to researchers on an as-needs basis (e.g., Otlet4). Collaborative links with industries that interact with marine snakes may significantly enhance availability of samples and may be facilitated by expedited exemptions and licensing for participants from industry. Together with collaborative infrastructure, there is also a need to establish standardized operating procedures for the collection and storage of data, and the handling, husbandry, and ethical treatment of animals, to ensure usability of samples and data across industry, research institutions, and governmental agencies.

20. How can citizen science and community involvement enhance research on marine snakes?

Given the variety of people likely to have contact with marine snakes (e.g., offshore oil and gas industry, fishing industry, recreational divers/fishers, beach-goers) and potential hazards (e.g., envenomation), there is an opportunity to collect data and educate the public about this unique group of reptiles. Collection of data from citizen scientists and beach-goers can be as simple as reporting stranded marine snakes (Gillett, 2017), through to more involved structured and repeated sampling by volunteers. A good example of the latter is an ongoing monitoring program in New Caledonia conducted by Goiran colleagues, where citizen-scientist volunteers regularly participate in surveys and submit photographs of marine snakes within fringing reefs in close proximity to recreational beaches. To facilitate and foster interest from the public, development of an easy-access, updated field guide in the form of a mobile application with photographs and the ability to record verified sightings would be extremely beneficial. Currently, similar systems exist for broad-scale reporting of biodiversity within Australia and globally (e.g., Redmap5, HerpMapper56, iNaturalist6); however, these systems can be developed further for applicability to marine snakes. Similarly, development of easy-to-use identification and

4https://otlet.io
5www.redmap.org.au
6www.herpmapper.org
7www.inaturalist.org
education kits for use by local fishers, indigenous communities, and tourists in remote areas may enhance the information-base and remove preconceived stigma associated with snakes in many regions and communities.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

With the increased interest from universities, conservation and management agencies, industry, and the public in understanding more about marine snakes, there is a strong drive to expand our knowledge about these remarkable reptiles. More than one-third of marine snake species currently assessed by the IUCN are classified as Data Deficient (Elfes et al., 2013), and other species remain undiscovered or undescribed. Despite large annual rates of harvesting marine snakes in many regions (Punay, 1975; Van Cao et al., 2014) (Figure 4), they rarely receive adequate protection from regional or national wildlife laws. For example, in spite of recorded declines in populations due to targeted harvests, there are no local laws to protect marine snakes in Vietnam (Van Cao et al., 2014). Similarly, in India only four of the 25 species of marine snake find a mention in the Indian Wildlife Protection Act, and that too in a section that confers them with little to no protection from increased fisheries interactions. Unfortunately, at present, sufficient species-specific population health, trends, and distributions are not available for most species of marine snake to support protections in many national and international conservation agreements [e.g., Convention in International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (CMS); Elfes et al., 2013]. This highlights a critical need for future species-specific research to better understand the fundamental ecology of marine snakes, fill critical gaps in knowledge, implement effective regional management to set quotas to determine sustainable harvest, and manage coastal development in critical habitats for this unique group of marine reptiles.

The research and management questions presented here are by no means a comprehensive list, but are an initial step in identifying and filling key gaps in knowledge. These questions provide an opportunity to initiate cross-disciplinary and multi-stakeholder collaborative projects, not only to advance our understanding of these animals, but to provide management-relevant information to aid conservation.
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